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LOCALITY 
THE notes and observations which follow were made in a coastal 
district of E. Sussex. The village of Pett Level is at the centre of 
the area observed, which consists of the semi-circle of land within a 
mile radius. This includes the western part of the marsh also known 
as Pett Level, with Cliff End, the sandstone sea cliff immediately 
west of the village, dividing it from Fairlight Cove, and the fields 
and woods up to one mile inland from this short stretch of coastline. 
The completion of the circle is made by taking in the western part of 
Rye Bay. 

LOCAL INFORMATION 
Amongst the various items of local bird lore collected by the 

writer on moving into the district in the autumn of 1945 was the 
story that immigrant pigeons arrive here annually, usually during 
the early part of November. 

Being on the south coast the term " immigrant " is used here 
when referring to birds coming in directly from the sea, the line of 
flight being such that they appear to the observer to have come 
across the Channel from France : the direction and frequently the 
manner of flight being quite different from that of the many species 
passing across the district in spring and autumn flying parallel to 
the coast, which are then said to be " on migration ". 

In a district where there are large seasonal movements of birds, 
this annual autumn immigration of pigeons was not regarded as novel 
or local; it was so well known that my informants were in the habit 
of watching for the pigeons every autumn, and though in some years 
only small numbers arrived, there were always some for the shooting. 
Some told of the pigeons having been shot annually as far back as 
could be remembered, certainly for three generations. Those who 
lived inland watched the woods for an increase of the birds there, 
but the stories of these men, whilst interesting, were not proof of 
immigration. The best evidence came from the men who watched 
by the coast in October and November for the arrival of the first 
flight, when, if a good year, it was possible to lie in wait, pick out the 
incoming birds well out over the sea and shoot them if they flew low 
enough or settled to a decoy, using for this purpose such an ideal 
vantage point as Cliff End, a place which featured frequently in the 
reports. (The writer is particularly fortunate for since 1947 Cliff 
End, now National Trust property, has been leased to the ad
joining farm, where he lives). 
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The story is not confirmed by the information given in The Hand
book on the Wood-Pigeon (Columba fialumbus) and is additional to 
that given for the Stock-Dove (Columba cenas). Dr. N. F. Ticehurst 
informs me that when his notes on migration were compiled for The 
Handbook no information was forthcoming of any annual 
immigration of either species of pigeon south of the Thames. 

In referring to these birds locally one has to be aware of the names 
used for them. The Wood-Pigeon is always the Wood-Pigeon, 
never the Ring-Dove, whereas the Stock-Dove is either " Blue Rock " 
or " French Pigeon." The latter name is the more distinctive. 
Whatever the original home of the birds, they arrive here from the 
direction of France. 

STATUS 
Within the district, the Wood-Pigeon is resident, nesting in the 

woods and some of the overgrown hedges, but owing to heavy 
shooting every winter the species as a resident is not over plentiful 
and seems to be only just maintaining its own. There are no 
records of the Stock-Dove nesting within our area in recent years. 
Some nest just outside, but the bird is not often seen in the district 
in the breeding-season. 

OBSERVATIONS AND REPORTS 
1945. On November 10th, two pigeons were handed to me for 
examination : one was a Wood-Pigeon, the other a Stock-Dove. 
The week previous to this a few immigrant pigeons had been seen 
coming in from the Channel to Cliff End. Following this up, two 
men set a decoy at 7.0, but only obtained these two birds on the 
morning of the 10th, and another Wood-Pigeon on the following 
morning. This was the only pigeon migration recorded that year. 
It had been very light, but was exactly in keeping with the stories 
collected. 
1946. From the end of October, through early November, a fairly 
constant morning watch was kept for any movement of pigeons, but 
it was not until November 16th that the writer, from a high point in 
Pett, saw nine Wood-Pigeons flying at about 150 ft., nearing the 
coast off the east edge of Cliff End. The birds were heading in a 
north-westerly direction when first seen, but as they flew over the 
beach they turned almost due west up the Marsham Valley, between 
Fairlight and Pett, whence their climbing flight took them out of 
sight over the hill known as Batchelor's Bump, two miles north-east 
of Hastings. These nine birds were the only ones seen during 
November and it was assumed that the major immigration of the 
season had missed this district, no increase having been observed in 
the local pigeon population. However, on December 7th, a small 
flock of 30 or 40 Stock-Doves was reported seen crossing the coast at 
the Haddocks, the west side of Cliff End. Following this came 
reports of an increase of pigeons in the woods here. Next day, 
December 8th, a bird shot in a wood three-quarters of a mile inland 
was identified as a Stock-Dove. Two days later I received the 
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diseased head and feet of another pigeon. In most years some 
birds are shot which have wart-like growths on their feet and faces, 
whilst others are poor and unfit for food. The subject of disease is 
mentioned later. These specimens were sent to the Edward Grey 
Institute, where they were passed on to M. K. Colquhoun, who 
reported later that in the present state of our knowledge it was 
impossible to make a definite diagnosis. 
1947. On October 30th word came from R. Cooke of the first 
immigrant flight of the autumn. Two flocks estimated to total 
500 pigeons were seen at 8.0 coming in from the sea at Pett Level, 
flying high and heading north. Next day Stock-Doves were watched 
in Pett feeding with domestic pigeons on newly sown winter corn. 
As the first flock flew inland without alighting, all the birds seen 
feeding on the second day may have been part of another flight. 
It is possible for them to have moved into the district overland 
without the movement being observed, though once pigeons are 
known to have arrived the watchers are on the look-out for them. 
At 7.15 on November 4th, watching from Fairlight, the writer picked 
out another large flight coming in over Rye Bay. They were about 
500 ft. high and comprised a compact flock estimated at 300 birds, 
with a straggling smaller flock following close behind. It was a 
bright morning with a light south-westerly breeze and the pigeons 
were flying northwards, slightly across the wind. They flew inland 
over Pett Level and were watched till out of sight. Later in the 
month there was a considerable increase in the number of pigeons 
in the district. From the reports of the wildfowlers all were Wood-
Pigeons. During the afternoon of the 23rd, one man shot 22 
and on the following day six more, all in the same wood. One of 
the six was in a poor condition and had lesions on feet, face and 
breast. Its body was sent to Dr. Tom Hare, who diagnosed the 
disease as pigeon pox of recent origin. 

As late as November 26th, Wood-Pigeons were watched flying 
west. During that morning, three small flocks, totalling 55 birds, 
passed across the district about half a mile inland. This is the 
only record of what appears to be coastal movement. 

In December there were further reports of Stock-Doves immigrat
ing here. On the 16th a flock of about 30 were seen to fly in from 
the sea and across Pett Level marsh. And on the 28th I found 10 
Stock-Doves at the edge of the cliff at Cliff End, some on the ground, 
others on fence posts. None was feeding, most were resting, 
with one or two preening. When put up they flew inland without 
settling again whilst in sight. Reports were received well into 
January of Stock-Doves being plentiful throughout the district. 

This year, too, saw immigration on a wider front with several 
reports of pigeons seen arriving outside this area. These include a 
flock of about 150 Stock-Doves seen in Walland Marsh on December 
18th (D. D. Harber). On October 26th several watchers saw 
Wood-Pigeons arriving west of this district : 15-20 Wood-Pigeons 
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picked up fully 600 yards from the shore were flying in about 30 feet 
above the sea and seen to settle on the beach defences at the mouth 
of the River Cuckmere (James D. Hobson and Jeffery H. Boswall). 
Four separate flights seen by B. G. Volk whilst walking along the 
Seven Sisters, were all, when first seen, approaching the cliffs from the 
sea. Three flocks flew over the cliffs between the fourth and fifth 
Sisters ; the other flock flew up the Cuckmere Valley. On the 
first of the Seven Sisters, David H. Brown found 80 Wood-Pigeons 
resting, probably recent arrivals, which flew east when disturbed. 
1948. During the autumn six authentic reports were received of 
immigrant flocks arriving. The first was seen on October ioth, 
when about 50 pigeons flew in from the Channel over Cliff End 
heading north without settling. On the 23rd a smaller flock, this 
time of about 30 birds, was seen to cross the coast and fly north 
across Pett Level. The third flock of 20, seen on the 29th at 9.15 
coming in at the same place and flying in the same direction, was 
the only occasion this year on which both species under review were 
identified (R. Cooke). On November 5th, at 8.30, a larger flight of 
at least 200 pigeons flew in low over Fairlight Cove, west of Cliff 
End, and when about three-quarters of a mile inland swerved and 
settled in a wood. Another much smaller flock arriving on Novem
ber ioth over Cliff End appeared about to settle in another wood 
but was disturbed and flew on out of sight. The last report is the 
only on >, from outside our area this autumn and is of two fairly large 
flocks, one close behind the other, seen at mid-morning on November 
n t h crossing the coast just east of Fairlight Glen. These flew 
inland, fairly high, with no attempt to settle. 

Though one of this year's immigrant flocks settled on arrival, 
it is probable that the birds moved inland shortly afterwards, for 
the wildfowlers report that up to the end of the year there was no 
increase in the pigeons here. 

1949. At Cliff End on October 30th, at 11.25, twenty Stock-Doves, 
flying diagonally from the south, crossed the coast east of the 
cliffs and on over Pett Level. Eleven more passed five minutes 
later. At Fairlight on November 1st, at 9.20, a line of Wood-
Pigeons, three to five birds deep and at least | mile long, first seen 
over Cliff End, flew north without alighting while in sight. Two 
days later at the same place two flocks of Wood-Pigeons, each 
about 30 strong, were seen flying high to the north-east at 7.00. 
At Pett Level on November 28th, R. Cooke saw flock after flock 
coming in from the sea and flying north. Movement was observed 
from early morning to 14.00 and 1,000 birds were counted. Both 
Wood-Pigeons and Stock-Doves were seen in this big movement. 
(Vide Hastings & East Sussex Naturalist, Vol. vii, No. 5, p. 193.) 

DISEASE 
This is a specialized subject for the veterinary ornithologist, but 

having mentioned diseased birds being shot, it must be noted that 
from enquiries made locally, it is well known that in most years a 
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small number of diseased pigeons is found amongst the immigrants. 
These are " poor " birds and birds with lesions, in appearance wart
like growths, nearly always on the face—round the eyes and gape— 
infrequently Jound on the feet and other parts of the body. By 
the layman these are usually regarded as the symptoms of pigeon 
pox, but this disease can only be correctly diagnosed after bacterio
logical examination by a qualified worker with knowledge of 
avian diseases, as the same lesions may be present in other diseases. 
Only if proof was obtained after the examination, annually, of unfit 
specimens would it be correct to state that some of the migrants 
were suffering from pigeon pox every year on arrival. 

SUMMARY 

The oft-repeated local story telling of the regular autumn arrival 
of flocks of immigrant pigeons has been investigated over four suc
cessive years by the writer. 

In all four years both species, Wood-Pigeon and Stock-Dove, 
have been seen or shot specimens have been handled. Many reports 
have been received, but only those are given which seemed to me 
to have a bearing on the story. 

The actual numbers of both species recorded as immigrating 
varies considerably, being very light in 1945 and 1946, light in 1948, 
with a very narrow front of entry, but much heavier and more wide
spread in 1947 and 1949, though even then generally lighter, 
according to the reports, than in pre-war years. 

The following points are made tentatively. Both high- and low-
flying flocks are seen. It would seem that high-flying flocks con
tinue inland without settling, whilst low-flying flocks usually settle 
in the district. Most of the arrivals are during the morning, some 
soon after daybreak. Though birds have been observed in all 
years during the early part of November as foretold, the season can 
be extended into October and December, October 10th, 1948, being 
the earliest and December 18th, 1947, the latest dates recorded so 
far. 

There would seem to be little overland movement of pigeons into 
this district during the months of October to February. Beyond the 
one observation of the writer's of November 26th, 1947, no reports 
have been received of any such movement. Further, any reported 
increase of pigeons in the woods here during the winter has been 
preceded by reports of immigration, and the pigeon population 
during that season can be said, on the whole, to reflect the amount of 
immigration. 
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